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Calcium ion combines with carbonate ion.

PERATURAN PEMARKAHAN KERTAS 3 PERCUBAAN SPM 2011

Skema pemarkahan:

No.

Able to give any idea about formation of Insoluble salt

Markah

Soalan

Ka)

Able to state all observation correctly

Sample answer

Sample answer

Calcium carbonate salt is formed//

Double decomposition reaction occurs.
EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT 1

Observation

Lead(ll) nitrate dissolves //

(d)

No response or wrong response
Able to classify aHthe solutions correctly

Colourless solution is formed.
EXPERIMENT II

Calcium carbonate does not dissolve/remains
unchanged // No change.

EXPERIMENT III

Copper(ll) sulphate dissolves//

Sample answer .'
Soluble salt

Blue solution is formed.

Insoluble salt

*

Lead(II) sulphate

Potassium sulphate
Zinc sulphate

Barium sulphate

ft Score 1 - ifstatein the reverse

Able to state any 2 observations correctly.

Able to classify at least 3 salts correctly

Able to state any 1 observation correctly.

Jl
Able to classify any 2 salts correctly

No response or wrong response
No response or wrong response
(b)

Able to state the operational definition of soluble sajt correctly
Sample answer:

:

When a salt is added into water and dissolves to form a'solution, it is a soluble salt.//

When a salt dissolves in water to form a solution, it is a soluble salt.
Able to state the operational definition of soluble sdt less correctly
Sample answer

2(a)

[Able tostatetheinference correctly]
Sample answer.

<

*

Water absorbed hdat energy // Exothermic reaction

[Able to state the Inference ]

Whena salt is added intowaterand forms a solution, itjs a soluble salt.
When a salt dissolves to form a solution, it is a soluble Salt.

Sample answer: X

Salt dissolves in water to form a solution.

Water temperature increase/rises.// Methanol releases heat.//Mercury expands.

'•

Able to state any idea of operational definition of soluble salt

[Able to state an idea ofInference]
Sample answer, i

Salt dissolves//Sa!t dissolves in water.

Water becomes hoi.

Solution forms.

[No response glved or wrong response]

No response or wrong response
(c)

Skema pemarkahan

No
soalan

Able to explain correctly.

2(b)

[
t

Potassium carbonate solution contains free moving carbonate ionsas insodium carbonate
solution.

;

Able to explain less correctly

*

Potassiumcarbonate solution contains carbonate ions/yj

[Able to state all variables correctly]

Sample answer: f
Manipulated variable: Types of alcohol
Responding variable: Heat of combustion
Fixed variable: Volume of water // copper can

Markah
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